Individual window solutions in aluminum and fine wood.

Superior German craftsmanship
Enthusiasm for innovation, passionate pleasure

Quality windows are an expression of individual taste,

in aesthetics and the utter love of perfection create

few companies for a small amount of customers.

and for a long time, have been manufactured by only a

our drive for further development and serve

Due to industrialization, mass production of high-quality

as our source of inspiration. We are s uccessful

windows was attempted but quickly failed.

because of this. Because we take pleasure in
your well-being.

The variations shown on the following pages will give
you a good impression of our high-quality products.
A simple, fashionable design, combined with our production skills, emphasizes the unique window systems
produced from our manufacturing p
 rocesses.
Tell us your personal desires for windows and doors
and we will provide you with expert advice, which comes
from over 50 years of experience. Together, we will work
to provide you with the w
 indows of your dreams.

Anton Wetzel, Director

Steffen Wetzel, Managing Director

Every customer provides us a challenge to create a
special solution unique to each project.
Each window is manufactured by hand with great
attention to detail using the highest quality materials
combined with the latest technology by our highly skilled
craftsmen. This provides our customers with a highquality p
 roduct that will last for many, many years.
Feel inspired and enjoy the beautiful possibilities of
hand-made custom windows.

ERMETIC 5000/S
The sleek, timeless, classic profile design impresses through its
t raditional, straight lineated form. The smooth recessed wing profile
gives this design its unique appeal.

Milled and work in locking devices produced in the latest CNC
production engineering for easy of cleaning and a more impressive
appearance. Further qualities of this highest technology are more
durability, burglar-proof, smooth operation and tightness.

ERMETIC 5000/S
Soft-Line-Plus
The rounding off of all visible edges provides perfect harmony and
aesthetics. This solid, million-fold proven profile design can be
integrated everywhere.

We offer you standard visible hinges, covered with PVC caps in a
variety of colours, or you can choose completely concealed lying
hinges and also beautiful decorative hinges (see above).

ERMETIC 5000/S
Super-Soft-Line
This system is distinguished by its harmonious, rounded form.

The “blue clip” stands for the highest quality. It is fitting that the
finest window available today bears this symbol because of the
eternal beauty, endless durability and boundless design possibilities. One look and you will want them for yourself… forever!

ERMETIC 5000/S
Oriental
This unique window design impresses through its play with concaved
and convexed forms. Through beautifully produced lighting and
shading effects, this profile design gives your house character and
perfect beauty.

If desired, the interior glass can be provided with a beveled groove
polished to perfection giving the window a rich appearance.

ERMETIC 5000/S
Cover-Glazing
This system combines the sash’s overlapping, adhered glass surface
with an aluminum attachment panel prefixed of the frame. Through
this artistical craftsmanship a completely new look is created. In
addition multifaceted colour designs leave room for a wide range of
creative accentuations.

Completely concealed lying metal fittings. No visible hinges – less
wear and a longer duration of life plus perfect tightness are the
characteristics of this detail.

System & Technology

Durability, weather-resistance, low-maintenance
and easy to clean are the characteristics of this
aluminum attachment panels available in every
colour on the exterior. And window frame painting
is completely eliminated!

Interior made of cosy wood in a wide
range of wood types and in a variety of
colours.

Unique clip system for quick,
no-fuss replacement of glass.

Thickness of frame 68 mm (83 mm*) and sash
72mm/81mm (90 mm*/99 mm*) dependent of
the interior wood profile design is reached.
* complete profile depth when combined with the aluminum
hollow chambered profiles.

On inquiry we offer you the highest technology
with welded corners of the aluminum attachment
panels. With this invisible corner connection you
get a perfect window design. Only for surfaces in
powder coat, not in anodized, possible!

Superior glazing technology. Glass
panes which are conglutinated and
additionally sealed, as is done in the
automobile industry, provide increased
tightness and torsion rigidness.

Choose from six wood-pofile designs
suitable for every style of your interior
furnishings.

Three uninterrupted sealing levels provide
higher steam impermeability from the
inside as well as optimal driving rain
tightness and increased noise r eduction;
no points of contact and an insulating air
cushion between aluminum and wood nor
between wood and wood.

Turn-tilt windows & doors | Fixed windows | Pivot windows | Lift-slide doors | Parallel-slid & tilt doors | Balcony doors (opening inward & outward) | Entry doors

Window interior

Wood is more than just another raw material – it is our philosophy. We use only the best and most precious
species of wood for our customers. Wood allows us a world of endless possibilities in design and creativity.

Standard wood
Species of wood

Pine

Pine

Pine

Pine

Meranti

Meranti

Colour

natural

hemlock

beech

pine

light oak

white

Species of wood

Meranti

Meranti

Meranti

Hemlock

Hemlock

Hemlock

Colour

teak

nutbrown

afrormosia

teak

nutbrown

afrormosia

High-grade wood
Species of wood

Oak

Oak

Oak

Oak

Mahogany

Mahogany

Colour

teak

nutbrown

afrormosia

whitewashed

teak

natural

Species of wood

Alder

Alder

Beech

Black cherry

Black cherry

Walnut tree

Colour

natural

light oak

natural

natural

stained

natural

Species of wood

Birch

Aningré

Teak

Ash

Cherrytree

Maple

Colour

black

patinate

natural

nutbrown

natural

natural

Window exterior

Coordinate the colour of your window perfectly with your style! Choose from our following great assortment of surfaces
and colours. The powder-coated and also the anodized attachment panels on the window‘s exterior are weatherresistant and extremely easy to clean.

Brunelleschi line
Colour

Grey

BR-G

Green

BR-V

Red

BR-R

Brown

BR-M

White

BR-B

Grey

S400

Bronze

S800

Green

S500

Black

S100

Blue

S700

Ferric oxide

CR10

Rust

CR20

Coffee

CR30

Sage

CR40

Moss

CR50

EV2

Brass

EV3

Light silver

3115

German silver

3145

Sablé line
Colour

Corium line
Colour

Anodized
Colour

Nature  	

EV1

Light gold

Stucco

CR60

Holzmuster/Metallmuster
Anodized
Colour

Light bronze

3165

Medium bronze

3175

Dark bronze

3178

Black

3180

Copper

B20 	

906

Golden oak

930

Douglas dark

950

959

Stone pine light

909

Golden stone pine

939

Simulated Wood Grain
Colour

Walnut dark

953

Walnut light

903

Oak dark

Colour

Douglas light

900

Elm dark

957

Elm light		907 Stone pine dark

Colour

Pine light

910

Mahogany dark

969

Ash white

RAL paints 

In addition, all colours on the RAL paint chart are available.
(for wood/aluminum not only on the exterior but also on the interior)

956

940

Oak light

Schlössleweg 19, 72184 Eutingen
Germany

Phone +49 7457/8714 Fax +49 7457/4754

www.fensterbau-wetzel.de
info@fensterbau-wetzel.de

We reserve the right to make technical changes. Due to printing deviations there may be descrepancies between the colours in the pictures and original products.
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